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ABSTRACT: The cooperativity of a monomeric enzyme arises from dynamic correlation
instead of spatial correlation and is a consequence of nonequilibrium conformation ﬂuctuations.
We investigate the conformation-modulated kinetics of human glucokinase, a monomeric
enzyme with important physiological functions, using a ﬁve-state kinetic model. We derive the
non-Michealis−Menten (MM) correction term of the activity (i.e., turnover rate), predict its
relationship to cooperativity, and reveal the violation of conformational detailed balance. Most
importantly, we reproduce and explain the observed resonance eﬀect in human glucokinase
(i.e., maximal cooperativity when the conformational ﬂuctuation rate is comparable to the catalytic rate). With the realistic
parameters, our theoretical results are in quantitative agreement with the reported measurement by Miller and co-workers. The
analysis can be extended to a general chemical network beyond the ﬁve-state model, suggesting the generality of kinetic cooperativity
and resonance.

S

(the allokairic eﬀect).27,28 A recent experiment in human
glucokinase (GCK) by Miller and co-workers has clearly
demonstrated this possibility and motivates our theoretical
calculation.29 A monomeric enzyme with only one binding site,
the structure of human GCK rules out the allosteric
mechanism, implying the possibility of kinetic cooperativity.30
It has been suggested that the cooperativity of human GCK
that arises from the temporal transmission of the binding
information, instead of the spatial transmission, resulting in the
“allokairic” cooperativity or “dual allosteric activation mechanism”.29 The cooperativity of the human GCK is reported to
be strongly modulated by the disease-induced mutations,
implying that the activation mechanism of dual allosteric
activation is relevant to the human’s physiological functions.
The mutation studies further suggest that the structure of
human GCK is optimized by the selection from a variety of
species with natural mutations. Therefore, understanding the
working mechanism of human GCK has signiﬁcant theoretical
and biological implications.31
Reaction Network of Human GCK. With the structural
information on the human GCK, a reaction network as shown
in Figure 1(a) is proposed to describe the kinetic behavior of
human GCK in the physiological range of the glucose
concentration.29 The ﬁve-state model is characterized by two
distinct conformational states of an unliganded GCK,32 which

ingle-molecule measurements have revealed the ubiquitous
presence of conformational ﬂuctuations in biomolecules.1,2
In enzymes, these ﬂuctuations lead to temporal correlations in
single-molecule turnover sequences (i.e., memory eﬀects) and
possible deviations from the Michalies−Menten (MM) rate
expression.1,3−19 The MM kinetics are characterized by a
hyperbolic dependence of the turnover rate on the substrate
concentration [S], traditionally explained as a consequence of
the steady-state solution on the ensemble level,20,21 and have
recently been extended to the conformational nonequilibrium
steady state to account for slow conformational dynamics at
the single-molecule level.1,10,12 The conformational-modulated
non-MM enzyme kinetics have been characterized by kinetic
cooperativity3−5,22 and have inspired intensive interest in
theoretical studies.10,12,19 In particular, using a novel integrated
probability ﬂux balance method, we explicitly derived the
generalized MM expressions, established the relationship
between the non-MM kinetics and nonzero conformational
population current (i.e., broken conformational detailed
balance), and constructed a phase diagram of the various
types of cooperativity of monomeric enzymes.12,23
For allosteric enzymes with multiple binding sites, binding
the substrate in one site enhances or inhibits the binding in the
other site, leading to the positive (or negative) cooperativity.22
The allosteric eﬀect involves the correlation between two or
more spatially separated binding states.24,25 However, for a
monomeric enzyme with a single binding site, the observed
cooperativity results from the “temporal correlation” due to the
nonequilibrium conformational dynamics instead of the spatial
correlation. Detailed theoretical analysis has predicted positive
or negative cooperativity as well as inhibition,6,26 which were
considered to be signatures of allosteric enzymes but can also
result from conformational regulation in monomeric enzymes
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denotes all ﬁve listed states of GCK). In the step g + E HooI Eg ,
k −1

the concentration of glucose [g] is absorbed into the forward
rate constant k01, leading to a quasi-ﬁrst-order forward reaction
k10[g]

and a ﬁrst-order reverse reaction E HooooI Eg . Under the steadyk −1

state condition, the time deviation of Pi vanishes, leading to
PEcg,ss at steady state and the enzyme’s activity v = kcatPEcg,ss.
To simplify the analysis, we map this ﬁve-state model to an
eﬀective three-state model with only three GCK states (E, E*,
and Ecg), denoted as 1, 1′, and 2, respectively. This three-state
model is the minimal model for describing a turnover process
of an enzyme with conformational ﬂuctuations. In this eﬀective
model shown in Figure 1(b), the states are connected by the
reactions with eﬀective rate constants, which are chosen to
reproduce the steady-state probabilities of E, E*, and Ecg as in

Figure 1. Reaction network of a human GCK: (a) The ﬁve-state
model proposed by Miller and co-workers with the measured rate
constants, kcat = k3 + k′3, and (b) the eﬀective three-state model
reduced from the ﬁve-state model in (a), with k̅2 = k3 and k̅2′ = k̅3′ . In
this minimal model of the turnover cycle, both reactions associated
with k̅2 and k̅−1 turn Ecg into E.

0

0

k1

k1′

k −1
k 2′

k −1

kf

the ﬁve-state model, g + E HooI Ecg , g + E* HooI Ecg , E F E*,
k2

c

have higher and lower aﬃnities for the glucose substrate. These
two unliganded states, E and E*, interconvert with each other

c

kr

E g → E + g6p, and E g → E* + g6p, as also shown in
Figure 1(b). Here the six rate constants in the eﬀective threestate model are labeled as k̅i to distinguish them from those in
the original ﬁve-state model. Under steady-state conditions, the
relationship between these two sets of rate constants is found
to be k̅(2′) = k(3′), k̅f(r) = kf(r), k̅(1′)0 = k(1′)0γ(1′), and k̅(−′1) = k(−1
′)γ(2′).
( )
( ) ( )
Here, γ1′ = 1 − k−1
′ kc′ /Δ, γ2 = (k−2kc − k−2
′ kr,1)/Δ, γ2′ =
(k−2
′ kc′ − k−2kf,1)/Δ, Δ ≡ kckc′ − kr,1kf,1, and k(c′) ≡ k(−1
′) + k(2′) +
k(f,1′). The details of the derivation are shown in the Supporting
Information. This mapping method can be applied to the
model with more intermediate states beyond Eg and E*g, for
example, a series of states labeled as E1g, E2g,..., ENg, E1*g,...,
and E*Ng,23 as in Figure 3.
Ef fective Three-State Model and the Activity of Human GCK. It
is convenient to use the eﬀective three-state model for turnover
cycles of human GCK, which reproduces the same expression
of activity of GCK as that obtained from the original ﬁve-state
model. The last steps after the formation of Ecg are combined

kf

via the reversible reaction E F E* with the exchange rate
kr

constant kex ≡ kf + kr. In one turnover cycle, the two parallel
conformational pathways start with two unliganded human
kf

GCK states, coupled by conformational transitions E F E*
ki
k′f

and Eg F E*g . Then the two pathways converge to state Ecg,
k′r

followed by a series of reactions described as an eﬀective
k 3/ k′3

catalytic step, Ecg ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ E/E*+product , and ﬁnally recover the
unliganded state of human GCK. In fact, the human GCK’s
reaction produces both glucose 6-phosphate (g6p) and ADP.
Since experimental evidence indicates the ordered binding of
substrates (glucose ﬁrst, followed by ATP) and the ordered
release of products (ADP ﬁrst, followed by g6p), the ratelimiting step is dominated by the glucose/g6p pair, so we do
not consider the contribution of ATP/ADP in this work. There
are more general scenarios beyond this simple case.
NMR measurements of the human GCK’s enzymatic
reaction demonstrate that the cooperativity is most prominent
when the exchange rate constant kex is comparable to the
catalytic constant, kcat.29 Here, kcat represents the apparent
catalytic rate constant of GCK to yield the product of glucose,
corresponding to an eﬀective one-step reaction composed of
several consecutive steps. This observed resonance condition
(i.e., kex ≈ kcat) suggests a possible way to inhibit the
cooperativity of human GCK by altering the kex and/or kcat to
break the resonance of these two rate constants. The goal of
our analysis is to solve the ﬁve-state model and rigorously
establish the resonance condition of kcat ≈ kex.
To theoretically investigate the kinetic cooperativity of
human GCK, it is necessary to study the nonequilibrium
conformational dynamics of this ﬁve-state model shown in
Figure 1(a). In general, the kinetics of a monomeric enzyme
can be described by master equations, which dictate the time
evolution of the probabilities of ﬁnding the enzyme at the
various states (in the present case, these are PE, PE*, PEg, PE*g,
and PEcg). The master equation is supplemented by the
probability conservation condition for one human GCK at
diﬀerent states during the turnover cycle, ∑i5= 1 Pi = 1 (where i

k 2 / k 2′

into an eﬀective reaction, Ecg ⎯⎯⎯⎯→ E/E* + g6p, and the
eﬀective catalytic rate constant kcat ≡ k̅2 + k̅′2.
dP1
0
= −(k1̅ [g] + k f̅ )P1 + k r̅ P1′ + (k −̅ 1 + k ̅2)P2
dt
dP2
0
0
= k1̅ [g]P1 + k1̅ ′ [g]P1′ − (k −̅ 1 + k ′−1 + k 2̅ + k ′2 )P2
dt
(1)

The conservation of the probability predicts the steady-state
activity of human GCK as
1
1 jij
A
B − A zyz
=
+
jj1 +
z
j
[g]
[g] + C zz{
v
kcat k

(2)

with
A=

(k f̅ + k r̅ )(k −̅ 1 + k ̅′−1 + k ̅2 + k ̅′2 )
0
0
k f̅ k1̅ ′ + kr̅ k1̅
0

k1̅ ′ (k −̅ 1 + k ̅2) + k1̅ (k ̅′−1 + k ̅′2 )
0 0
k1̅ ′ k1̅

C=

k1̅ ′ k f̅ + k1̅ k r̅
0 0
k1̅ ′ k1̅

0
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0

B=

0

(3)
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Figure 2. Substrate concentration dependence of the turnover rate (i.e., activity) of human GCK, calculated from the ﬁve-state model shown in
Figure 1(a). (a) v − [g] plots and (b) Lineweaver−Burk plots: 1/v − 1/[g]. The Linewearver−Burk plots clearly show the cooperativity
enhancement when the rate constants are kex ≈ kcat (green line, A = 125, B = 3, and C = 0.4).

In terms of the rate constants in the original ﬁve-state model,
coeﬃcients A, B, and C become
A=

Enzyme cooperativity is often described by the Hill equation
in the form of22
nH
yz
K 0.5,glucose
1
1 ijj
zz
jj1 +
=
z
[g]nH z{
v
vmax jk

(k f + k r)(kcat + k −1γ−1 + k′1γ ′−1)

B=

k f k1′ 0γ ′1 + k rk10γ1
k f k1′ 0γ ′1 + k rk10γ1
ζ1
,C=
ζ2
ζ2

(4)

The exponent nH for the substrate concentrate [g] is the Hill
coeﬃcient, which was reported to be nH ≈ 1.6 for the wild type
of human GCK.29,34 However, in the present expression of
activity v given in eq 2, only the terms for the integer power of
[g] in the series expansion of 1/v are present. In general, we
can use a power series to approximate a power-law function.
Speciﬁcally, a truncated series c1/[g] + c2/[g]2, with c1 = B and
c2 = C(A − B) > 0, is used to approach a power-law term ∼1/
[g]n, with 1 < n < 2 here.
Furthermore, the eﬀective three-state kinetics can be
reduced from the rectanglar four-state kinetics in refs 12, 23,
and 35. As demonstrated in the previous studies, the
cooperativity characterized by the parameter α ≡ B/A − 1
results from the breakdown of the detailed balance.23 This
conclusion is still valid for the present eﬀective three-state
model of the single-loop system since the cooperativity
vanishes at α = −1 or A = B if and only if

Here, the two constants are given by
ζ1 ≡ (δf + δr)(k −1γ−1 + k′−1γ ′−1 + kcat)
+ k10γ1(k′−1γ ′−1 + k′3 ) + k1′ 0γ ′1(k −1γ−1 + k 3)
ζ2 ≡ (δf + k10γ1)(δr + k1′ 0γ ′1)

with δf ≡ k01k′−1kf,1/ΔA, δr ≡ k′10k−1kr,1/ΔA, and ΔA = kck′c −
kr,1kf,1. Equations 2 and 3 are the key formulas for investigating
the cooperative kinetics of human GCK, which explains the
observed correlation between the turnouver activity v and the
ratio of rate constants {kex, kcat}. The reduction of large
networks to small ones greatly facilitates kinetic analysis. For
this purpose, a self-consistent pathway approach not only
provides a mapping procedure on the steady-state level33 but
also reduces an arbitrarily complex network to an irreducible
scheme based on the waiting time distribution function
formalism, which contains all of the statistical information
beyond the steady-state solution.26 The pathway analysis
generalizes the MM equation, which has been analyzed in ref
26, and can also be applied to the network is this paper.
Kinetic Cooperativity. Obviously, truncated to the ﬁrst two
terms on the right-hand side of eq 2, the turnover rate reduces
to the MM kinetics, v = kcat[g]/([g] + A) . As is known, the
cooperativity of an enzyme is described by the non-MM
correction in the expression of activity v, which is the term that
is proportional to 1/([g] + C) in eq 2. In ref 23, a parameter α
≡ B1/B0 (or α = B/A − 1 in terms of the present parameters)
is introduced for the phase diagram. This parameter is a unique
non-MM indicator for single-loop enzyme kinetics: (i) α ∈
[−1, 0) for the positive cooperativity, (ii) α > 0 for the
negative cooperativity, and (iii) α < 1 for the substrate
inhibition. Since positive cooperativity in the GCK kinetics was
observed, we focus on the regime 0 < B ≤ A, where the larger
the value of A, the closer α is to −1 and therefore the more
positive the cooperativity.

0
0
k1̅ (k −̅ 1 + k 2̅ )k f̅ = k1̅ ′ (k ̅′−1 + k ̅′2 )k r̅

(5)

The latter equation is exactly the detailed balance condition for
the present three-state model. Thus, the three-state model can
be considered to be a special case for the single-loop network
discussed in refs 12, 23, and 35, with two nodes in a
rectangular diagram that degenerate to one node. Using rate
constants reported in the recent experiments,29 three
coeﬃcients (A, B, and C) presented in eq 3 are all positive,
implying that the cooperativity is most distinct when the value
of A reaches its maximum. Typically, the value of the catalytic
rate constant, kcat, is much larger than those of the inverse
reactions of the binding of the glucose to human GCK, k̅cat ≫
k̅−1γ2+ k̅−′ 1γ2′, so that A ∝ (kf + kr)kcat. According to the
arithmetic-geometric average inequality,
ab ≤ (a + b)/2, a , b > 0, the product ab reaches its
maximum if the summation a + b is constant. Assuming kf +
kr + kcat is roughly a constant in the range of ∼(ms)−1, A
reaches its maximum if and only if kcat ≈ kf + kr ≡ kex, which
deﬁnes the resonance condition for the largest enhancement of
the cooperativity, as shown in Figure 2(a,b). In particular, for
the parameter set of A = 125, B = 3, and C = 0.4, Figure 2(a)
2902
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perfectly reproduces the key features of experiments,29,34 with
Hill coeﬃcient nH = 1.6 and K0.5 glucose ≈ 8.8 mM.
General Network. A general reaction network of human
GCK-like enzymes with more conformation or intermedidate
states can be studied in a similar procedure. In a typical
network with 2N − 1 states, as shown in Figure 3, pij (i = 1, 2, j

estingly, they also provided the functional expressions of the
reciprocal of activity as a function of the reciprocal of the
concentrate of the substrate and discussed the conditions for
cooperativity as a result of the combination of rate constants.
These early results bear a similarity to theoretical studies of
enzyme cooperativity observed in single-molecule experiments,
including our present work. Instead of transient dynamics, the
present work focuses on the enhanced cooperativity (resonance) observed experimentally under the nonequilibrium
steady-state condition. In this work and earlier publications, we
have obtained the functional form of substrate dependence for
arbitrarily complex networks of monomeric enzymes and thus
established the relationship between kinetic cooperativity and
the breakdown of the conformational detailed balance.
The key idea of our work is the nonequilibrium transitions
between multiple conformation states. This type of conformational transition is related to the ﬂexibility and stability of the
protein in response to thermal ﬂuctuations or external driving,
which can potentially regulate enzyme activity. This topic is of
broad interest and will be further explored in future studies.
In summary, we study the kinetic cooperativity of a human
GCK, which exhibits enhanced cooperativity under conformation modulation, and establishes the resonance condition kex ≈
kcat, That is, the exchange rate constant for conformational
ﬂuctuations between two unliganded states of human GCK,
kex, is comparable to the catalytic rate, kcat. Using the ﬁve-state
model proposed by the experimentalists with the measured
parameters, we derive the turnover rate by considering the
nonequilibrium conformational ﬂuctuations. The functional
expression of activity of a human GCK explicitly predicts a
non-MM kinetic correction term, which results from violations
of the conformational detailed balance, in consistent with the
previous analysis of a general enzyme network with nonequilibrium conformations. Comparing this correction term
with the Hill equation for enzyme cooperativity, we conﬁrm
the Hill coeﬃcient to be 1 to 2 as reported experimentally and
discuss the relationship between the non-MM correction and
the kinetic cooperativity of a human GCK. Our theoretical
calculations using the reported parameters are in quantitative
agreement with recent experiments. This agreement veriﬁes
our prediction of the kinetic resonance of human GCK and
reaﬃrms the validity of the general functional form of the
enzyme’s kinetics regulated by conformational dynamics. Our
results for the kinetic cooperativity of human GCK can be
extended to more complex networks, for example, allosteric
enzymes with both temporal and spatial correlations in the
turnover process.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the general 2N − 1 state model for
the turnover of a monomeric enzyme. Each node denotes one
conformational state in the reaction network, which is connected by a
series of forward and backward reactions. Here, pij and pN denote the
probabilities that enzyme GCK stays in the corresponding states.

= 1, 2,..., N − 1) and pN denote the probabilities of this enzyme
in the state labeled by the subscript. This model is a renewal
process pN → p11(p21) and thus is distinct from the general
model in refs 12 and 35. The activity of human GCK (turnover
rate) is v = kcatpN. Here, for convenience, the substrate
concentrate is denoted as s = [S]. Under the steady-state
condition, the activity (turnover rate) v is given as 1/v = 1/
(kcatpN) ∝ 1/pN, where the pN takes the general form
1/pN = c1 + (1/s 2N − 3)7(s)/8(s), N ≥ 3. Here, 7(s) and
8(s) are both polynomials of s, with their degrees satisfying
deg(7) < deg(8) ≤ 2N − 3. This fraction can be decomposed to a summation of fractions by the usual fraction apart
method,36 giving
M0

b
1
= a0 + 0 +
υ
s
q

+

Mj

∑∑
j = 1 ni = 1

∑
l=2

bl
s

l

p

+

i = 1 mi = 1

ξj , njs + ζj , nj

(s

2

Mi

∑∑
nj

)

+ ϕjs + ψj
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bi , mi
(s + ci)mi

, ci ≠ 0, ϕj 2 < 4ψj
(6)

Here, {ci}, {ϕj}, and {ψj} are real variables, {mi} and {nj} are
positive integers, and ϕj2 < 4ψj ensures that (s2 + ϕjs + ψj) are
the irreducible quadratic factors of 8(s). In the denominator of
the fraction shown in eq 6, the multiplicity of (s2 + ϕjs + ψj) is
M̅ j. The multiplicity of a pole − ci of the polynomial 8(s) is
denoted as M̅ i. This result is consistent with those in ref 35.
It is straightforward to verify that this general form of the
activity of a monomeric enzyme recovers the classical MM
kinetics if truncated at the leading two terms on the right-hand
side of eq 6, leading to a hyperbolic curve of v − [S].20,21 Thus,
all of the remaining terms in eq 6 contribute to the
cooperativity of a monomeric enzyme characterized by the
sigmoidal v([S]) curve. The activity described by eq 6 is a
generalization of classical MM kinetics for the human GCKtype enzyme, as it clearly predicts the functional form of
cooperativity in term of a series of fractions of [S].
It is worth noting that, in the pioneering work of Neet and
co-workers, the transients and cooperativity of enzyme kinetics
were investigated using several kinetic models with slow
conformational changes (denoted as “isomerization”).3 Inter-
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